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ABSTRACT We propose a practical, simple and hardware friendly, yet novel and efficient, angle of arrival
(AoA) estimation system. Our intuitive, two-phases cross-correlation-based system requires a switched beam
antenna array with a single radio frequency circuitry, which is used to collect an omni-directional reference
signal using a single element of the antenna array in the first phase. Our system applies energy detection
on the collected reference signal to decide on the presence or absence of a transmitted signal. In the second
phase, the system steers the main beam to scan the angular region of interest. The collected signal from
each beam angle is cross correlated with the omni-directional reference signal to determine the angle of
arrival of the received signal. The combined practicality and high efficiency of our system is demonstrated
through performance and complexity comparisons with one of the literature’s best performingmultiple signal
classification (MUSIC) algorithm. Our proposed AoA estimation system has a negligible root mean square
error at signal to noise ratio level greater than −16 dB, which is very comparable to MUSIC.
INDEX TERMS Angle of arrival estimation, AoA, direction of arrival estimation, switched beam, cross
correlation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Angle of arrival (AoA) estimation is a process that determines
the direction of arrival of a received signal by processing the
signal impinging on an antenna array. Estimating the AoA
is a crucial step in many military and civilian applications,
particularly related to security. Applications of estimating
the AoA include beamforming, tracking [1], localization and
physical layer secrecy [2].
The subject of AoA has been extensively studied in the
literature [3]–[7]. From a system perspective, one can cate-
gorize AoA estimation systems into two main categories [3]:
(i) Switched beam system (SBS) which uses a fixed number
of beams to scan the azimuth plane. The AoA is the angle
of the beam with the highest received signal strength (RSS).
SBS is easy to implement since it requires a single receiver
radio frequency (RF) chain and no baseband signal pro-
cessing, however, it fails at low signal to noise ratio (SNR)
levels, and (ii) Adaptive array system (AAS) which can
steer the beam in any desired direction using baseband signal
processing. AAS requires M receiver RF chains to estimate
the AoA using baseband processing, where M is the number
of antennas. AAS can operate at SNRs lower than SBS, but
has higher hardware and computational complexities.
AoA estimation using AAS can be divided into two main
techniques: (1) Classical AoA techniques based on one of
twomainmethods:Delay and Sum, also known as Bartlett [8]
and Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR),
also known as Capon [9]. In Bartlett, the AoA is estimated
by steering the beams electronically and estimating the power
spectrum of the received signal looking for the angle(s) corre-
sponding to peak(s) in the spatial power spectrum. The main
drawback of the Bartlett technique is that signal impinging
with angular separation less than 2pi/M can not be resolved.
The Capon technique relatively solves the angular resolu-
tion drawback of the Bartlett method at the cost of more
baseband processing to perform matrix inversion [9], and (2)
Subspace techniques based on the concept of orthogonal-
ity of signal subspace to noise subspace. The most widely
investigated method in this group is multiple signal classi-
fication (MUSIC) [10], [11], which was developed in 1981.
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MUSIC provides high angular resolution while operating at
low SNR levels as well as performance close to the Cramer
Rao bound. This comes at the cost of requiring full a priori
knowledge of the number of sources and the array response,
whether measured and stored or computed analytically [12].
The signal and noise subspaces are distinguished through an
eigen decomposition operation on the covariance matrix of
the received signal. This operation requires a substantial com-
putational complexity. Another technique that is subspace
based is the Estimation of Signal Parameters via Rotational
Invariant Technique (ESPRIT) [13], [14], which was devel-
oped in 1989. Although ESPRIT has lower computational
complexity relative to MUSIC technique since it does not
require a sweeping through all possible array response and
does not require the signals to be uncoherent as in MUSIC,
it puts a constraint on the structure of the antenna array.
ESPRIT requires that the antenna element to be clustered in
doublet with identical displacement vector. The performance
of MUSIC is slightly better than ESPRIT [15].
Recent publications [16], [17] exploit the newly developed
concept of co-prime arrays to estimate the AoA. In addition,
Kalman filtering is used in [18] in the first stage to estimate
the sources, while QR decomposition is needed in the second
stage to estimate the AoA. Although Kalman filter based
techniques may have lower computational complexity than
MUSIC, they have high computational and hardware com-
plexity when compared to SBS.
Due to its attractive simplicity, several attempts have been
performed to integrate SBS with other theories to estimate
the AoA as presented in [19]. Their methodology is based
on neural network, in which the AoA problem is transferred
into a mapping problem. This requires a priori knowledge of
the number of sources as well as the multiple access scheme
adopted between them. It is also assumed that a power control
scheme is implemented such that the source powers are equal.
Such requirements and assumptions limit the deployment of
the system to very few scenarios. Exploiting the power ratio
between adjacent beams to estimate the AoA is presented
in [20]. A table driven SBS system is presented in [21],
which requires a pilot signal to be sent first, which is not
applicable in our system as well as MUSIC or ESPRIT.
It already assumes that the transmitter is collaborating with
the receiver, which is not a typical assumption in any of
these techniques. All of these variant techniques do not tackle
the drawbacks of the conventional SBS, but rather make its
implementation easier. In addition, [22] exploit sectorized
antennas to improve the performance of SBS.
The concept of using the cross-correlation function to
extract features of a signal, or to detect its presence, can
be found in many applications. One of the most relevant
applications is passive radar systems [23], [24], which exploit
the transmitters of opportunity, such as television signals, to
detect an airborne target. In passive radar systems, a cross
correlation between a reference signal from the first receiver
and a directional signal from the second is applied to estimate
bistatic range and doppler shift of the target. The AoA has
to be estimated before that at the second receiver to place a
null in the direction of the reference signal [23], [24] such
that the received directional signal is the reflection from the
airborne target. Another relevant application is localization,
in which a cross correlation between two signals received
from two antennas is applied to estimate the time difference
of arrival [25]–[27].
Direct applications of AoA estimations systems is esti-
mating the AoA of a cooperating transmitter in order to
direct the main beam in its direction so as to increase
the SNR and hence increase the transmission rate. On the
other hand, in a battlefield, an enemy will try to hide its
transmitted signal such that his location cannot be detected.
In addition, a jammer will try to hide by transmitting the
jamming signal at different times from different locations.
In these two examples, it is crucial to locate the adversarial
transmitters, in which AoA estimation is a necessary step.
In the case of mobile sensor units deployed in rural areas, the
sensor nodes will only send data, for example a rescue call,
whenever they are available. In this case, the source node will
transmit at random times, which in this case considered an
unintentional hiding.
In this paper, we propose a new simpleAoA estimation sys-
tem. Our system goes through two phases of operation. In the
first phase, we listen to the frequency spectrum of interest and
apply a sensing technique, namely energy detection (ED), to
decide on the presence or absence of the transmitted signal.
The transmitter is transmitting at random times, therefore,
applying AoA estimation technique at all times will consume
extensive processing and power. Applying spectrum sensing
technique a priori will allow us to efficiently minimize the
processing burden and minimize the consumed power, which
is extremely useful, particularly, in case of portable receivers.
In this phase, we select a single antenna element from the
antenna array, while the rest of antenna elements are switched
off, to collect an omni-directional signal for the spectrum
sensing technique. Once the presence of the transmitted sig-
nal is detected, the system switches to the second phase which
is AoA estimation. In the second phase our system switches
the beam across the azimuth angular domain of interest. The
received signal from each beam is then cross correlated with
the omni-directional signal collected earlier in the first phase
for the purpose of sensing the spectrum. The cross correlation
between the omni-directional signal and the signals received
from the switched beams is the highest at the true AoA and
relatively negligible otherwise. Our contributions in this work
as compared to available literature are as follows:
• We propose an intuitive, novel, low complexity and
hardware friendly two-phase cross correlation based
AoA estimation system that is based on SBS.
• We provide the mathematical modelling and analysis of
our proposed system.
• We address some practical aspects related to our pro-
posed system.
• We compare the performance of the proposed system
with the MUSIC algorithm (famous for being one of
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the best performing state-of-the-art for low SNR) and
show that our proposed solution has a comparable per-
formance to MUSIC.
• We also compare the computational complexity of our
approach with MUSIC and conclude that our approach
has lower hardware and computational complexities.
Since our system is based on beam switching, it requires
a single receiver which reduces the hardware complexity
tremendously. Also, the computational complexity of esti-
mating the cross correlation coefficient is so trivial when
compared to estimating the eigen decomposition of the auto-
covariance function used in MUSIC. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge using the cross correlation coefficient
between an omni-directional signal and directed beam signal
to estimate the AoA has not been presented in the literature
before.
The notation throughout the paper is chosen as: unbold
letters to represent single samples, small bold letters to rep-
resent vectors and capital bold letters to represent matrices.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II
our systemmodel is presented. A review ofMUSIC algorithm
is presented in Section III. We then propose our two-phase
cross correlation based AoA estimation system in Section IV.
Practical aspects of our system are addressed in Section V.
The performance of our proposed system is evaluated in
Section VI. Analysis of the complexity of our AoA estimation
method is provided in Section VII. The paper is concluded in
section VIII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In our system model, we assume that there exists a
transmitter, whether it is a cooperating or adversar-
ial transmitter that is transmitting a signal s(t) at ran-
dom times with random power. Our receiver is equipped
with an SBS, presented in Figure 1, consisting of M
antenna elements, separated by a fixed separation d and
operating at frequency f . Our antenna array has an
array response vector (steering vector) a(φ) ∈ CM
given by
a(φk ) = [wk1,wk2, . . . ,wkM ], (1)
where φ is the azimuth angle,C is the set of complex numbers
and wkm for m ∈ [1 : M ] are the weights applied across the
antenna array elements such that the steering vector a(φ) is
pointing to an azimuth angle φk . The received and sampled
signal, x[n], in the vector notation for the k th beam, xk, is
xk = a(φk )S+ v, (2)
where xk (with dimensions 1×N ) is the signal received from
the k th beam (beam pointing at angle φk ) for k ∈ [1 : K ], K is
the total number of generated beams, N is the total number of
collected samples, S is the sampled version of the transmitted
signal (with dimensionsM×N ) as seen by theM elements of
the antenna array and v is the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) (with dimensions 1 × N ). The number of sources,
i.e., the number of AoAs, is denoted by L.
FIGURE 1. Proposed cross correlation switched beam system for M
antenna elements.
The weights are updated to change φk in order to scan
the angular space of interest. The steering vectors, a(φ), for
linear, circular or planar array formations can be calculated
analytically. It is worth noting that once the steering vector
is set, the operation of our proposed system is independent of
the antenna array formation. For a uniform linear array (ULA)
with uniform excitation, a(φ) is given by [3]:
a(φ) =
[
1, ejβdcos(φ), ejβ2dcos(φ), . . . , ejβ(M−1)dcos(φ)
]
, (3)
where β = 2pi
λ
is the wave number, λ is the wavelength and φ
ranges between [0 : pi ]. For a uniform circular array (UCA),
a(φ), is given by [3]:
a(φ) = [ejβr cos(φ−φ1), ejβr cos(φ−φ2),
· · · , ejβr cos(φ−φM )], (4)
where φm = 2pim/M ,m ∈ [1 : M ], φ ranges between
[0 : 2pi ] and r is the radius of the antenna array. To steer
the main beam of the antenna array towards a desired angle
φk , i.e., obtain a(φk ), substitute φ = φk in (3) or (4). The
elevation angle is assumed to be 90 degrees in 1-D AoA
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estimation techniques. For a linear array of M elements with
uniform excitation, the total number of orthogonal beams that
can be generated is M , i.e., K = M . However, using non-
uniform excitation such as Dolph-Chebyshev or Taylor [28],
it is possible to generate more orthogonal beams for the same
number of antenna elements, M , i.e., K > M , as will be
discussed later.
We assume that the our scanning time is much less than the
time it takes the transmitter to move from one location to the
next. In addition, we assume that the transmitter continues to
transmit highly correlated signal during our scanning time.
This can be safely assumed since the scanning time should
not exceed few milliseconds.
III. REVIEW OF MUSIC ALGORITHM
Since we compare our results to theMUSIC algorithm, a brief
derivation follows for completeness. We chose to compare
our results to MUSIC for two main reasons. The first is that
MUSIC is one of literature’s best performing AoA estimation
algorithms [15], [29]. In addition, MUSIC is one of the
most popular AoA estimation algorithms.MUSIC requiresM
receiver RF chains to down convert the received signals from
the M antenna elements to the baseband in order to estimate
the AoA. Hence, the definition and dimensions of the trans-
mitted signal matrix is different than our SBS system above.
The received signal, X, is a matrix with dimensions M × N .
The MUSIC algorithm operates on the autocovariance func-
tion of the received signal matrixX, with dimensionsM×N ,
which is denoted by RXX . Let A = [aT (φ1), · · · , aT (φL)],
with dimensions M × L, and (.)T denotes the transpose
operation. Also, let s(t) = [s1(t), · · · , sL(t)]T . We have [29]
X = AS+ V, (5)
where S and V have dimensions of L × N and M × N ,
respectively. After an eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) on
RXX , it can be written as [29]
RXX = ARSSAH + σ 2I
= US3SUHS + UV3VUHV , (6)
where RSS is the autocovariance matrix of the transmitted
signal, σ 2 is the noise variance, (.)H denotes the hermitian
operation, I is the M × M unitary matrix, US and UV are
the signal and noise subspaces unitary matrices and 3S and
3V are diagonal matrices of the eigenvalues of the signal and
noise. The spatial power spectrum for the MUSIC technique
is given by [10], [30]:
PMUSIC(φ) = 1aH (φ)PV a(φ) , (7)
where PV = UVUHV . For MUSIC, number of sources is a
prerequisite. If the number of sources is not known a priori,
it should be estimated prior to AoA estimation and fed to
MUSIC.
IV. PROPOSED CROSS-CORRELATION SWITCHED BEAM
SYSTEM (XSBS)
The existing high performance AoA estimation techniques
either have a low resolution problem or require extensive
computational complexity to estimate the AoA. Moreover,
they require M receivers to implement the AoA estimation
technique which increases the hardware complexity tremen-
dously. On the other hand, although conventional SBSs have
low hardware and computational complexities, they fail to
operate at medium and low SNR levels.
We propose a novel cross-correlation based SBS (XSBS)
AoA estimation technique. Our XSBS benefits from the
low hardware complexity of the conventional SBS, which
requires a single receiver, yet does not sacrifice the resolution
or performance at medium and low SNR levels. Moreover,
our XSBS requires low computational complexity to estimate
the AoA since it is based on estimating the cross correlation
between two collected one dimensional vector of samples.
With such low hardware and computational complexity, our
XSBSwill consume less power which will be very beneficial,
particularly, if implemented on a portable device. Further-
more, XSBS requires neither prior information on the number
of the sources nor the sources to be uncorrelated.
In the following, we provide a detailed description of the
operation of our proposed XSBS alongside the corresponding
basic mathematical modelling of the system.
A. XSBS DESIGN
XSBS goes through two phases to estimate the AoA as
follows. A flow chart of our XSBS phases of operation is
depicted in Fig. 2.
• Phase I: the Weights Unit depicted in Fig. 1 con-
trols the RF switches such a single antenna element is
turned on, while the remaining antenna elements are
switched off. In the selected antenna element branch, the
appliedweight is unity gain and zero phase shift. Assum-
ing approximate omni-directional pattern for individual
antenna elements, XSBS then acquires N samples to
collect the signal xo. The spectrum sensing technique
is then applied on xo. The decision statistic (T (xo)) is
compared to a threshold (γo) to decide on the presence
or absence of the transmitted signal.
• Phase II: Once a detection of a transmitted signal is
declared, our XSBS proceeds to the second phase. In
this phase the omni-directional signal collected in the
first phase, i.e., xo, becomes our reference signal. The
Weights Unit sends the sets of weights a(φk ), for k ∈
[1 : K ]. The set a(φk ) steers the main beam of the
antenna array to the direction φk . XSBS then acquires
N samples to collect the signal xk . A cross correlation
operation between our reference signal xo and the k th
beam signal is applied. The cross correlation coefficient
(Rko) is calculated for K beams. The AoA is the index
φˆk with the highest Rko.
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FIGURE 2. Flow chart of our proposed XSBS.
Applying a spectrum sensing technique enables XSBS to
be power efficient since the AoA estimation in Phase II is
only applied once a detection of the transmitter signal is
confirmed. Therefore, the extra processing needed to estimate
the AoA is only performed when needed. Due to its low
cost implementation, we adopt energy detection as our XSBS
spectrum sensing technique to decide on the presence or
absence of the transmitted signal.
Note that if a front-end circuitry that improves the sen-
sitivity is added only on the reference antenna branch, the
performance of spectrum sensing operation and the overall
XSBS system will improve. For linear antenna array, the
reference antenna should be the one in the middle, however
for a circular array, any antenna can be used as the reference.
B. SPECTRUM SENSING BASED ON ENERGY DETECTION
As XSBS is listening to the spectrum of interest in Phase I,
it acquires N samples to collect the samples xo[n]. There are
two hypotheses within the detection of the transmitted signal,
sm[n], framework:
H0 : xo[n] = v[n], for n = 1, · · · ,N . (8)
H1 : xo[n] = Gos[n]+ v[n], for n = 1, · · · ,N . (9)
where Go is the omni-directional antenna element gain and
H0 and H1 represent the statuses when the spectrum is empty
and occupied by the transmitted signal, respectively. The
decision statistic for the energy detection technique is given
by [31]:
T (xo) = 1N
N∑
n=1
|x[n]|2 H1≷
H0
γo. (10)
The objective of transmitting the signal with random power
is to hide it within noise. Hence, under hypothesis H0, xo
follows CN (0, σ 2) and under hypothesis H1, xo follows
CN (0, σ 2 + P)1, where P is the received power of the trans-
mitted signal. XSBS does not require any prior information
1CN stands for complex normal distribution.
about the transmitted signal. The decision statistic in (10) is a
summation of N squared Gaussian random variables. Hence,
it follows Chi-Square distribution. The probability of false
alarm, Pf is given by [32]:
Pf = Pr {T (xo) > γo|H0} =
0(N2 ,
γo
2σ 2
)
0(N2 )
, (11)
where 0(·) is the Gamma function and 0(·, ·) is the incom-
plete Gamma function. Hence for a desired pf , the threshold,
γo is estimated.
C. CROSS CORRELATION ESTIMATION
In the second phase of estimating the AoA, XSBS cross
correlates the omni-directional reference signal, xo =
[xo[1], · · · , xo[n], · · · , xo[N ]], with the directed beam sig-
nals, xk = [xk [1], · · · , xk [n], · · · , xk [N ]], for k ∈ [1 : K ]
through the region of interest as in (2). xo and xk are pass-
band signals. The cross correlation coefficient between the
reference signal and the k th signal is given by
Rko = 1N
(
xk xHo
)
. (12)
The cross correlation between the omni-directional reference
signal and the signals received from the switched beams is the
highest at the true AoA and relatively negligible otherwise.
To show that, we provide the derivation below. The received
signal from the k th beam if k is the true AoA is
xTrk [n] = Gks[n+ τ ]+ v[n+ τ ], (13)
whereGk is the directive antenna array gain and τ is a random
time shift. The received signal from the k th beam if k is not the
true AoA is xFk [n] = v[n+ τ ]. The cross correlation function
in the case of the true AoA, RTrko , can be written as
RTrko =
1
N
N∑
n=1
xTrk [n] x
H
o [n]
= 1
N
N∑
n=1
[
(Gk s[n+ τ ]+ v[n+ τ ])
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×
(
Go sH [n]+ vH [n]
) ]
= GoGk
N
N∑
n=1
s[n+ τ ] sH [n]
+ Gk
N
N∑
n=1
s[n+ τ ] vH [n]
+ Go
N
N∑
n=1
v[n+ τ ] sH [n]
+ 1
N
N∑
n=1
v[n+ τ ] vH [n]. (14)
The cross correlation function in the case that k is not the true
AoA, and assuming no signal is leaked from side lobes, RFko,
can be written as
RFko =
1
N
N∑
n=1
xFk [n]x
H
o [n]
= 1
N
N∑
n=1
(v[n+ τ ])
(
GosH [n]+ vH [n]
)
= Go
N
N∑
n=1
v[n+ τ ] sH [n]
+ 1
N
N∑
n=1
v[n+ τ ] vH [n]. (15)
With Rss being the autocorrelation function of s[n], Rsv the
cross correlation between s[n] and v[n], and s[n] and v[n] are
stationary processes, (14) can be written as
RTrko = GoGk Rss[τ ]+ Gk Rsv[τ ]
+Go Rvs[τ ]+ σ 2, (16)
where σ 2 is the noise variance. (15) can be written as
RFko = GoRvs[τ ]+ σ 2. (17)
Since s(t) and v(t) are uncorrelated, Rsv and Rvs can be
considered negligible. Consequently, (16) and (17) reduce to:
RTrko = GoGkRss[τ ]+ σ 2, (18)
RFko = σ 2. (19)
From (18) and (19), one can see that RTrko > R
F
ko. As the
transmitted power increases, RTrko  RFko. For the case where
there is a signal that is leaked from a side lobe, (19) can be
rewritten as:
RFko =
GoGk
R
Rss[τ ]+ σ 2, (20)
where R is the main lobe to side lobe ratio, which is a design
parameter. Hence for higher main lobe to ratio, the effect of
signal leaked through side lobe is minimized. We propose
binary search in Sec V-C to address this issue and we dedicate
Sec VI-C3 to show the effect of R on the performance of
XSBS.
V. ADDRESSING PRACTICAL ASPECTS
In this section, we address some practical aspects of our
proposedXSBS.We start by presenting a schematic of XSBS,
which details the required components needed to imple-
ment XSBS. Then, we proceed to discuss incorporating non-
uniform excitation in order to increase the total number of
orthogonal generated beams.
A. SCHEMATIC OF XSBS
Fig. 3 shows the proposed schematic of XSBS. Each antenna
is connected to an RF switch, attenuator and phase shifter.
Signals from all antenna branches are combined using an
RF combiner/divider. A receiver circuitry is then followed
to down-convert the collected signal into baseband in order
to be processed by the digital signal processing (DSP) unit,
which triggers the weights unit to send the pre-calculated
weights to the attenuators and phase shifters in order to steer
the main beam of the antenna array. The RF switches are
added, primarily, because of Phase I of XSBS operation.
During this phase, the omni-directional signal, xo, should
be collected from a single antenna branch. RF switches are
used to turn on the selected branch and turn off the unwanted
ones. This minimizes the leaked signal from the unwanted
branches, which could be leaked through the attenuators and
phase shifters. During Phase II of XSBS operation, all the RF
switches are turned on.
B. NUMBER OF GENERATED ORTHOGONAL BEAMS
Orthogonal beams indicate that the peak of the current beam
is located at a minima of the two adjacent beams. Hence,
when collecting a signal from one beam (assuming a signal is
impinging from the direction of the peak), no signal is leaked
from its adjacent ones. M is a key factor in determining the
resolution of our XSBS. The higher the number of antenna
elements, the smaller the half power beam width (HPBW)
of the antenna array beam. Hence, our AoA location grid
(assuming orthogonal beams) can become finer and finer,
i.e., covering more and more locations as required. A smaller
HPBW leads to a better resolution. It is possible to generate
as many non-orthogonal beams as possible. For example, for
ULA, it is possible to generate 180 beams. However, this
approach will increase the scanning time significantly. When
using orthogonal beams, the signal impinging on directions
that are not the peak location, will be detected by two adjacent
beams with different powers. We will show in Sec VI-C1,
that by simply using weighted average, we can detect all
AoAs with almost same accuracy. In weighted average the
two adjacent peaks are compared and if for example, they
are approximately equal, then the signal is impinging at a
direction, which is the mid-angle between the two adjacent
peaks. On the contrary, a higherM will increase the hardware
complexity of XSBS since they will require more weight
adjustment components.
Using a non-uniform excitation such as Dolph-Chebyshev
excitation, it is possible to generate more orthogonal beams
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FIGURE 3. Schematic of proposed XSBS.
using the same M antenna elements. In this case, for ULA,
the Dolph-Chebysehev array factor w(ψ) is defined by the
Chebyshev polynomial of degreeM−1, tM−1(y), in the scaled
variable y as [28]:
w(ψ) = tM−1(y), y = y0 cos
(
ψ
2
)
. (21)
We have ψ = βd cos(φ) and the scale factor, y0, is estimated
as y0 = cosh
(
cosh−1(R)
M−1
)
, where cosh−1(.) is the inverse
hyperbolic cosine function, R is the main lobe to side lobe
ratio. The elements of the Dolph-Chebysehev weight vector
ad (φk ) for a fixed k and m ∈ [1 : M ] can be calculated by
creating the z-transform function of the array response factor
from its zeros and then applying an inverse z-transform. The
M − 1 zeros of tM−1(y) are [28]:
yi = cos
(
(i− 1/2)pi
M − 1
)
, for i = 1, 2, . . . ,M − 1. (22)
The pattern zeros are [28]:
ψi = 2cos−1
(
yi
y0
)
, Zi = 2 exp [jψi], (23)
where cos−1(.) is the inverse cosine function, j = √−1. The
z-transform of the array factor, a(Z ), is then [28]:
a(Z ) = Z−(M−1)/2
M−1∏
i=1
(Z − Zi). (24)
The coefficients, ac of dimension 1 × M , of the inverse
z-transform of a(Z ) are the weight vector, which is steered
towards φk to generate the Dolph-Chebyshev steering vector,
ad (φk ) according to, ad (φk ) = ac ◦ a(φk ), where (◦) denotes
the Hadamard product, i.e., element-wise multiplication of
the two vectors ac and a(φk ). Note that for ULA, a(φk ) is
defined in (3).
C. SEQUENTIAL VS. BINARY SEARCH
XSBS sequentially scans the angular region of interest, i.e.,
spatial domain, to collect K directed signals. XSBS then
estimates the cross correlation coefficient for the K beams.
This sequential search for the highest peak leads to a longer
operation time to detect the AoA. In the context of hiding
transmitter, the transmitted signal may not be available for
a long time. Therefore, quick estimation of the AoA is a
key parameter in a efficient AoA system. We propose to use
binary search for the peak location rather than sequential,
which has two benefits. In binary peak location search, the
angular region of interest is divided into two equal regions.
The cross correlation coefficient is estimated for the two
signals collected from the two regions. The half with the
higher cross correlation coefficient is then divided into two
equal halves and so on. To do so, the Weights Unit adjust
the weights accordingly. A subset of the antenna array can
be used to achieve this target since lower number of antenna
array elements leads to higher HPBW. The rest of the antenna
array elements will be switched off using the RF switches.
The first benefit of binary search is that it reduces the number
of cross correlation estimation from K to log2 K . For exam-
ple, for our simulation below with K = 32 beams, binary
peak search requires the estimation of only 5 beams rather
than 32 as in the case of sequential search. The second benefit
is that it significantly increases the main lobe to side lobe
ratio (R) such that almost no signal is leaked through a side
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FIGURE 4. Beam switching antenna array for M = 17 with
Dolph-Chebychev excitation, R = 15 dB and d = 0.5λ with a total of 32
orthogonal beams with HBPW = 6 degrees.
lobe. We start by high HPBW and then reduce it as we get
closer to the target. With high HPBW required, the main lobe
to side lobe ratio can be very high.
Indeed, during the first steps of binary search, when using
a beam with a wide HPBW, the antenna array gain reduces.
However, this can be thought of as a tradeoff between speed
(number of scans) and sensitivity. One can get an intuition
about that from Phase I. If the signal collected in Phase I is
strong, then it is very likely that the performance will not be
affected by the gain variation of wider beams.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
First we present results for XSBS’s angular resolution. We
then plot the probability of detection of ED versus the prob-
ability of false alarm for different number of samples as
well as different SNR levels. XSBS AoA estimation per-
formance is then compared to MUSIC in terms of peak to
floor ratio (PFR), root mean square error (RMSE) and 3-dB
success rate for single transmitter case. We then compare the
spatial resolution and RMSE of XSBS and MUSIC for two
transmitters.
A. XSBS PRACTICAL ASPECTS
We start by analyzing the resolution of XSBS; we plot the
steered antenna array beam forM = 17, separation d = 0.5λ,
R = 15 dB, with Dolph-Chebyshev non-uniform excitation
in Fig. 4. The achieved HPBW is approximately 6 degrees
with a total of K = 32 orthogonal beams scanning the 180
degrees2. As M increases, the resolution of XSBS improves
since the HPBW decreases.
B. XSBS SPECTRUM SENSING
We plot the receiver operating characteristic curves (ROC) of
ED spectrum sensing when the distributions of the received
signal under the two hypotheses are as described earlier.
2Fig. 4 is plotted using the MATLAB toolbox of [28].
FIGURE 5. ROC curves for ED for different SNR values for (a) N = 100 and
N = 1000 samples.
The ROC curve plots the probability of detection, Pd , versus
the probability of false alarm, Pf . A higher probability of
detection achieved with lower probability of false alarm is the
desired performance.We plot the numerically computed ROC
curves in Fig. 5 for different SNR levels and for (a) N = 100
and (b) N = 1000. As expected, as SNR or N increases, the
performance of ED improves. Hence, based on the desired
SNR dynamic range, N should be selected to achieve the
desired standard performance of Pd = 90% with Pf = 10%.
C. XSBS AoA ESTIMATION
In the following we evaluate the performance of XSBS AoA
estimation with respect to different aspects. We evaluate
the performance of XSBS when varying the incident angle.
We present the PFR as an intuition that XSBS can correctly
estimate the true AoA. We compare RMSE and 3-dB success
rate of XSBS. We show how XSBS performs when two
sources are impinging on the antenna array.
The simulation settings in the subsequent figures are as
follows. We simulate XSBS with linear antenna array with
Dolph-Chebyshev excitation using M = 17. MUSIC uses
uniform linear antenna array with M = 16. We plot the
normalized cross correlation coefficient (12) to represent the
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FIGURE 6. RMSE versus incident AoA for N = 100 samples at SNR = −10
dB. Similar to MUSIC, the performance of XSBS is consistent when varying
the incident angle.
spatial power, versus the azimuth angle φ. We assume a
strong line of sight with block fading (i.e channel is almost
constant during the whole processing time). The reference of
the incident azimuth angle is the plane containing the linear
antenna array. It is worth noting that XSBS can operate with
any antenna array formation with known steering vector and
is not strictly designed to operate with ULA.
As we stated in the System Model, we can safely assume
that the transmitter continues to transmit a highly correlated
signal during the scanning time of XSBS. For example, for
a number of beams K = 32 and if we collect N = 1000
samples from each direction and for a sampling frequency
of 5 MHz, the total scanning time is 6.4 milliseconds. More-
over, we proposed binary search approach that reduces the
number of required scans from K to log2 K . For the provided
example, the number of scans reduces to 5, which reduces our
scanning time to 1 millisecond. For a sampling frequency of
20 MHz, the scanning time is further reduced to the quarter,
i.e., 250 and 25 microsecond for N = 1000 and 100 samples,
respectively.
1) RMSE VERSUS INCIDENT ANGLE
In Fig. 6, we plot the RMSE of XSBS and MUSIC for
N = 100 samples at SNR = −10 dB with the incident
angle spanning the 180◦. This shows that aside from the poor
performance towards the sides of the antenna array, which is
common behavior between XSBS and MUSIC, the perfor-
mance of XSBS is consistent regardless of the location of the
incident angle. Hence, in the subsequent figures, we could use
any arbitrary angle within the operating range (approximately
15◦ to 165◦) and the results will be the same.
We show an example of the performance of XSBS versus
SNR for all incident angles between two orthogonal beams.
In other words, all angles between two beam peaks. We select
two beams with peaks located at 84◦ and 90◦. In Fig. 7,
we plot the RMSE for XSBS when the transmitter signal is
impinging at angles 85◦, 86◦, 87◦, 88◦, 89◦ and 90◦ versus
FIGURE 7. RMSE for XSBS versus SNR for φ = 85◦, 86◦, 87◦, 88◦, 89◦ and
90◦ for N = 100 samples. Within the operational SNR range, the
performance of XSBS is consistent for all incident angles between peak
locations.
SNR for N = 100 samples. The received signal is received
by the two adjacent orthogonal beams at 84◦ and 90◦, but with
different array gain factor, Gk . As can be seen by comparing
the peaks at the two adjacent beams, we can get very com-
parable performance for any received AoA using weighted
average. Within the operational SNR range, i.e., when RMSE
is close to zero, the RMSE is almost the same for all angles.
2) PEAK TO FLOOR RATIO
In Fig. 8, we simulate XSBS and MUSIC at SNR = −10
dB for N = 100, 1000 and 2000 samples for a signal with
arriving angle φk = 90◦ for a single run (top) and an average
of 1000 iteration (bottom).
It is shown that XSBS can accurately determine the correct
AoA by having the highest peak at the location of the inci-
dent angle. Increasing the number of samples improves the
performance of XSBS. XSBS achieves PFR = 8 dB, 15 dB
and 17 dB forN = 100, 1000 and 2000 samples, respectively.
MUSIC has a higher PFR achieving PFR= 10 dB, 18 dB and
22 dB for N = 100, 1000 and 2000 samples, respectively.
3) EFFECT OF MAIN LOBE TO SIDE LOBE RATIO
As we stated earlier, the main lobe to side lobe ratio (R) is
a design parameter. When using binary search, we start by
high HPBW, for which it is possible for R to be very high
such that the signal is received through the main lobe only.
However, as we get closer to the location of the incident angle,
we must reduce the HPBW of the main lobe, which results in
signal getting leaked through a side lobe. This mainly occurs
during the last cross-correlation estimation step. In Fig. 9,
we simulate the scenario of the last binary search step for
different values of R = 15, 25 and 30 dB. The results are
the average of 10000 iterations. The true AoA is 90◦ and a
signal is leaked through a side lobe directed at 108◦. Even
in the worst case scenario, i.e., R = 15 dB, XSBS still can
correctly estimate the correct AoA with approximately 8 dB
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FIGURE 8. PFR for XSBS vs. MUSIC for single run (top) and average of
1000 iterations (bottom) at SNR = −10 dB for different number of
samples (a) N = 100, (b) N = 1000 and (c) N = 2000 samples. Similar to
MUSIC, XSBS has the highest peak at the true AoA with comparable PFR.
FIGURE 9. Effect of main lobe to side lobe ratio on the performance of
XSBS for N = 1000 samples at SNR = −10 dB (a)R = 15 dB, (b) R = 25 dB
and (c)R = 30 dB. With appropriately selecting the main lobe to side lobe
ratio, it is possible to get rid off the side lobe effect.
difference between the correct peak and the peak caused due
to the side lobe issue.
4) PERFORMANCE FOR A SINGLE TRANSMITTER
Fig. 10 depicts the RMSE of XSBS and MUSIC versus SNR
(in steps of 2 dB) for different number of samples. XSBS
achieves a comparable RMSE to MUSIC with approximately
FIGURE 10. RMSE of XSBS and MUSIC vs. SNR for different number of
samples for single transmitter. XSBS has comparable performance to
MUSIC.
FIGURE 11. 3-dB success rate for XSBS and MUSIC vs. SNR for different
number of samples for single transmitter. XSBS has better 3-dB success
rate than MUSIC.
2 dB performance gap in favor of MUSIC. For example, for
N = 1000 samples XSBS requires SNR > −16 dB to
achieve RMSE of approximately zero, whileMUSIC requires
SNR > −18.
Fig. 11 presents the 3-dB success rate versus SNR for
XSBS andMUSIC for different number of samples. The 3-dB
success rate is defined as the rate at which the estimated angle
is the correct angle with the difference between the first peak
(success) and the following peak (false) is at least 3 dB. The
3-dB difference between the correct peak and the false peak
ensures that the AoA estimation process can be performed
efficiently with lower probability of error. On the contrary of
the RMSE, XSBS outperforms MUSIC with respect to the 3-
dB success rate. This indicates that if the threshold is set at
3-dB level, XSBS will have lower probability of error than
MUSIC.
5) PERFORMANCE FOR TWO TRANSMITTERS
We evaluate the performance of XSBS versus MUSIC
when two signals are impinging on the antenna array. The
two sources for MUSIC are uncorrelated while we use
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TABLE 1. Comparison between MUSIC and XSBS.
FIGURE 12. RMSE of XSBS vs. MUSIC for two sources at angles φ1 = 90◦
and φ2 = 114◦ against SNR using different number of samples.
un-coherent signals for the two sources for XSBS. In Fig. 12,
we plot the RMSE for XSBS and MUSIC for two sources
versus SNR for different number of samples. The degradation
in performance for MUSIC and XSBS due to the second
source is approximately 2 dB.
In Fig. 13, we compare the multi-source resolution of
XSBS to the multi-source resolution of MUSIC. It is shown
that the resolution of MUSIC highly depends on the received
SNR and number of samples while for XSBS, it depends
mainly on the HPBW of the main lobe, which is determined
based on the number of antenna elements M and the type of
excitation. For example for N = 1000 samples, the resolu-
tion of MUSIC is about 8◦, while the resolution of XSBS
is 12◦.
VII. COMPLEXITY COMPARISON
Complexity analysis provides a qualitative measure of system
power consumption as well as real-time processing abilities
both on software and hardware subsystems which are crit-
ical in dynamic environment such as battlefield. Although
MUSIC has slightly better performance than XSBS, XSBS
uses a single RF receiver chain, which is a tremendous
reduction in hardware complexity as well as power con-
sumption. In addition, the computational complexity analysis
below show that XSBS uses negligible number of computa-
tions when compared to MUSIC that has high computational
complexity.
For MUSIC, there are three major computational
steps needed to estimate the AoA. The first one is the
FIGURE 13. Resolution of MUSIC vs. XSBS for different number of samples
at SNR = −15 dB. Resolution of XSBS depends mainly on the HPBW.
autocovariance function, which requiresmultiplication of two
matrices with sizesM ×N and N ×M . The exact number of
floating-point operations (flops) needed for this matrix mul-
tiplication isM2(2N − 1). The complexity of the first step is
O (M2N ). The second step is the EVD operation, which has
a complexity of O (M3) [33]. The third step is obtaining the
spatial pseudo-spectrum, which has a complexity of O (JM)
[30], with J being the number of spectral points of the total
angular field of view. Therefore, the complexity of MUSIC
is given byO (M2N +M3 + JM). In [33], the complexity of
MUSIC is given byO (M2N +M2L), with L being the num-
ber of potential AoAs. In [34], the EVD is simplified using the
fast decomposition technique [35], which reduces the com-
plexity of MUSIC to O (M2L +M (M − L)J + (M − L)J).
Furthermore, the computational complexity for ESPRIT is
O (M2N +M3) [36].
For XSBS, (12) is applied on two vectors each has a dimen-
sion of 1× N . The vector multiplication in (12) for each k ∈
[1 : K ] requiresN multiplications andN−1 additions. There-
fore, for K beams, the exact number of flops is K (2N − 1).
Hence, the complexity of XSBS is O (KN ). For non uni-
form excitation, K ≈ 2M , which reduces the complexity
to O (MN ). Consequently, the computational complexity of
XSBS is considerably less than the complexity needed in the
first step of MUSIC only.
In Table 1, we present a comparison between XSBS AoA
estimation andMUSIC in terms of different criteria. It is clear
that XSBS has lower hardware and computational complexi-
ties and less stringent requirements than MUSIC.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
We proposed a hardware friendly AoA estimation system to
detect the AoA. Our system can operate with any antenna
array formation with known steering vector. We showed that
our system can operate at low SNR levels. The number of
sources that can be detected using our system is limited by
the number of switched beams, which is greater than or equal
to the number of antenna elements. We compared our system
to MUSIC algorithm and show that our algorithm has a com-
parable performance. Unlike MUSIC, our system requires
a single receiver, which reduces the hardware complexity
tremendously. Moreover, our system is based on estimating
the cross correlation coefficient between one dimensional
vectors, which has a negligible computational complexity.
Hence, the practicality and simplicity of our system. In other
words, we sacrifice a little bit of performance, but on the favor
of huge savings on hardware and computational complexities.
The lower hardware and computational complexities lead to
a less consumed power than conventional techniques. Hence,
it can be used to search for the angle of transmitters, that
transmit at random times. In addition, less required power
makes the system more portable than existing ones. XSBS
requires SNR > −10, −16 and −18 dB for N =, 100,
1000 and 2000 samples, respectively to achieve a negligible
RMSE.
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